Facilitator’s
Packet for
The Essential Skill
of Writing:
An Overview

This packet contains the following:
Facilitator’s Agenda
PowerPoint Slides with Facilitator’s notes

Note: Facilitator will need a separate copy of the participants’ handouts
Updated April 2012

Essential Skill of Writing Overview Session
AGENDA: 30 – 45 MINUTES
30 minutes without sample student papers;
45 minutes with discussion of student papers

1. Welcome and Introductions
5 minutes

PowerPoint
10 – 15 minutes

5

minutes

5 – 10 minutes

5 – 10 minutes

5 – 10 minutes
Total = 30 – 45
minutes

•
•

May be done by the host or by the presenter.
Focus on making participants feel welcome and let them
know what to expect
• Take care of any housekeeping details
• Handout: The Essential Skill of Writing – An Overview
booklet which contains all handouts. References to
Handouts are marked in the facilitator notes in the
PowerPoint presentation.
2. Writing Work Samples PowerPoint
• Materials: Laptop with PowerPoint & projector
• At the end of the PowerPoint presentation, turn off the
projector and have participants refer to the materials in
their handout packet.
3. First examine the scoring guide (if not done during PowerPoint
presentation) (Presenter option – focus on 2-4 traits rather than all
6)
4. Have participants read the first sample student paper: 2009 Grade
10 Paper 1 – Jobs
5. Discuss general strengths & weaknesses.
6. Tell participants that this paper scored all 4’s – it meets the
standard.
7. Refer to Commentary 1
8. . Have participants read the second sample student paper: 2009
Grade 10 Paper 2 – Air and Water
Discuss strengths & weaknesses.
Tell participants that this paper scored more 3’s than 4’s – and
therefore did not meet the standard.
9. Refer to Commentary 2
10. Optional Question & Answer or Summary

Handouts: Printed Booklet
• Cover Document
• Printed copy of PowerPoint for note-taking if desired;
• Oregon’s Official Writing Scoring Guide;
• Condensed Student Language Scoring Guide: High School
• Official Writing Scoring Form;
• Guidelines HS Writing Work Samples
• Sample student papers:
• 2009 Grade 10 Paper 1 -- Jobs
• 2009 Grade 10 Paper 2 – Air and Water
• Commentary 1
• Commentary 2

Intro slide
REFER TO HANDOUT: PowerPoint Notes Pages

1

This slide sets goals for the presentation.

2

Many of these students will be juniors in the 2011‐12 school year. Requirements are based
on a cohort group determined by the year in which a student first enrolled in grade 9. If a
student in this cohort group graduates early or takes additional time to complete diploma
requirements, he/she is still responsible for only these Essential Skills.
An Overview of the requirements for the Essential Skill of Reading is available at
http://www.ode.state.or.us/search/page/?id=2663

3

Language from Essential Skill Definition ‐‐ ODE website
http://www.ode.state.or.us/teachlearn/certificates/diploma/essential‐skills‐definitions.pdf

4

On March 11, 2011 the State Board of Education approved the SAT Writing Assessment as
the first standardized test approved for proficiency in the Essential Skill of Writing. The
minimum score required is 460. The SAT Writing Test is a direct writing assessment. The
Assessment of Essential Skills Review Panel (AESRP), the group that makes
recommendations to the State Board for standardized test options, is committed to
recommending only tests that include a direct writing component. The next slide shows
the work sample option.

5

To demonstrate proficiency in the Essential Skill of Writing using work samples, students
must meet all three criteria listed here – 2 work samples, one expository or persuasive and
one that is in any mode: expository, persuasive or narrative – personal or fictional. Scores
must be 4 or higher in the required traits of Ideas/Content, Organization, Sentence Fluency,
and Conventions on both worksamples.

6

Holistic scoring is when one single score is given on the general merit of the paper.
Analytic scoring looks at different elements in the paper – in Oregon 6 traits of writing are
scored.
Oregon’s writing assessment has received national recognition as a strong assessment and
several other states have adopted our scoring guide.
Oregon raters who are well‐trained agree within one point of each other 98% of the time.

7

REFER TO HANDOUT: Official Scoring Guide. Oregon scores all 6 traits to give feedback to
students on their writing. However, only the four traits with an asterisk are counted for
proficiency in the essential skill of writing.
Presenter choose: briefly review scoring guide here or review it after PowerPoint
presentation.

8

This shows the continuum of scores students may achieve. The scores describe the
development of a particular piece of writing. Point out that the Official Scoring Guide
contains detailed descriptions of each score level for each trait.

9

REFER TO HANDOUT: Condensed Student Language Scoring Guide. Teachers use the
Scoring guide to give students feedback during instruction and as formative (interim)
assessment. When students learn the student language version of the scoring guide, their
scores often improve. Point out importance of the writing process and how Oregon
statewide assessment & work samples support this by providing adequate time over
several days for students to write and polish an essay.

10

Many rumors contain inaccurate information. The next series of slides is designed to
provide up‐to‐date correct information.
REFER TO HANDOUT: Guidelines for High School Writing Work Samples which explains
requirements and recommendations.

11

REFER TO HANDOUT:

Guide to Revision (for high school

students)
Students may use the guide to revision while creating the writing work sample. It is also
useful after a work sample has been scored.

12

REFER TO HANDOUT: Official Scoring Form. Emphasize that teachers may provide
feedback for revisions by highlighting on the Official Scoring Guide, and/or checking boxes
on the Official Scoring Form. This is in addition to the Student Guide to Revision.

13

Additional information on the use of word processors is available in Appendix N of the
2010‐11 Test Administration Manual at
http://www.ode.state.or.us/wma/teachlearn/testing/admin/2010‐11‐appendix_n.pdf

14

Training and workshop material is available for district/school personnel to become local
trainers. Details are available at http://www.ode.state.or.us/search/page/?id=2664

15

Many resources are available at this web site and more are being added. Check back
regularly to find out what is new.

16

Facilitator: Now have the participants turn to the handout materials in their packet and
begin reviewing the scoring guide followed by the two student sample papers.

17

